Bernards Township Library
Teen Virtual Volunteering Submissions
Volunteers can submit no more than two hours of virtual volunteering submissions per week. (Either
two reviews or up to 8 picture submissions)
Please submit each virtual volunteer submission on a separate submission form.
Please submit all virtual volunteering submissions on this form:
https://www.bernardslibrary.org/virtual-volunteering-submissions-form.
●

Virtual Volunteering
o Reviews
▪ Volunteering hours will be earned based on the content that is submitted. A
book review that is only a sentence won’t earn any hours. Reviews have be more
than “the book was good/bad” to receive credit. The goal for these reviews are
to be posted on the BTLteens_ Instagram page, please limit reviews to 250
words. All reviews will receive 1 hour of volunteering credit.
▪ You can write:
● Book reviews
● Movie reviews (must be PG-13 or below)
o Please include rating (i.e. PG-13) in the review.
● TV Show Reviews (must be the PG-13 equivalent or below)
o Please include rating (i.e. TV-14) in the review.
● Music Reviews - albums or music videos
● Youtube Channel Reviews
● Podcast Reviews
▪ Reviews of materials have to be current (published, released, etc.) within the last
two years to receive full credit for volunteering hours.
Tips for Writing Reviews: (Examples below)
You can earn volunteering credit by writing reviews about books, movies, tv shows, podcasts, etc. that
you have read, watched, or listened to recently. However, these reviews should only be for things that
you read/watched for pleasure recently and not as school assignments; these reviews are to
encourage other teens to read, etc. these resources. Any submission that looks like you have
submitted it for school, or the wording comes from your English notes will not receive volunteering
credit.
A few tips and tricks to writing reviews:
● Provide the name and author of the book, movie, podcast, etc.
● Provide a brief description of the movie/book
o *This description should be as if you are talking about the book to a friend.
o No more than 2 paragraphs.
● Focus on what you did or did not like about it - for example The plot was good; it moved fast
or This character X was a bad character, they did nothing but whine the entire book
● Wrap up the review with if you would recommend or not recommend this book/movie to
others.
● Ideally, the reviews are long enough to get your point across, but not too long so I can post it
on the Library’s Social Media. (see details above)
● Also, if it includes spoilers, please note that at the beginning of the review.

o

Social Media Presentations - for the Teens’ Instagram -- btlteens_
▪ book face - creating fun pictures with your face and a book cover
▪ Shelfies - a picture of your bookshelf or of yourself and your bookshelf
▪ Book talks - like a review, but a video
▪ Book Art - using books or book pages to create art (see image below)

▪

▪
▪
▪

Creating and curating Memes for #mememonday
● If you are submitting a Meme that you did not create, please include
where you found the memes so I can credit the location when posting
Creating/ Sharing Inspirational quotes for #wisewordswednesday
● Quotes must be attributed to the person who said them
All pictures (book faces, shelfies, memes, etc.) will receive 15 minutes of
volunteering credit for each picture submitted
Videos will receive 30-60 minutes of volunteering credit depending on the
length of the video.

(book art example)

